
Modern Methods in Heterogeneous Catalysis Research:

Preparation of Model Systems by Physical Methods





Methods for catalyst preparation



Methods discussed in this lecture 

Physical vapour deposition
- PLD (pulsed laser deposition)

- Sputtering

- Evapouration

- MBE (molecular beam epitaxy)

Chemical vapour deposition
- APCVD (atmospheric pressure CVD)

- LPCVD  (low pressure CVD)

- MOCVD (metal organic CVD)

- PECVD  (plasma assited CVD)

- LCVD     (laser (assisted) CVD)

- PCVD     (Photo CVD)

Atomic layer deposition
- CS-ALD (chemisorption saturation process ALD)

- RS-ALD (sequential surface chemical reaction process ALD)



Coating thickness



Epitaxy

Epitaxy: regular growth of a crystalline layer on a crystal surface of the 
same material (homoepitaxy) or on a different material (heteroepitaxy)

Epitaxy occurs when the free enthalpy of the system is smaller for 
growing a crystalline layer compared to a amorphous layer. The 
interface energy must have a minimum as a function of relative 

orientation.

The morphplogy of the growing solid is determined by the surface
energy.
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Crystal growth in the thermodynamic equilibrium
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Atomic processes during the crystal growth



Growth under non equilibrium conditions



Diffusion barrier at edges (Ehrlich-Schwoebel Barrier)



Seed crystal formation in corner



Oxidation in 1 - 10-4 mbar O2 at 970-1100 K

Evaporation of potassium

T≤ 970 K
(0 - 10-6 mbar O )2

Pt(111) substrate
Iron

Oxygen
Evapoartion of iron

Repeated evaporation and oxidation
of iron

Oxidation  in 10  -10 mbar O2
at 870-1000 K

Pt substrate

FeO(111)
Pt substrate

Fe O (111)43

-Fe O (0001)32α

Pt substrate

-6 -7

Pt substrate

Potassium

Pt substrate

K-Fe-O-phases

?

Example: iron oxides preparation



Film thickness estimation using a quartz crystal
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Set up of pulsed laser deposition

Target

Substrate

Vacuum Chamber

Quartz Window

Lens
Mirror Excimer Laser

Plume

Reactive Gas



• Almost any material
• Laser outside chamber
• Reactive gases can be 

used
• Fast and Directional 

Plume
• Can be done at high 

pressures (~1 torr)

• Splashing causes 
micron-sized particulates

• Plume highly directional
• Uniform only over a 

small area
• Mass production 

hindered
• Extremely complex 

models eliminates theory 
based improvements  

Advantages Disadvantages

Pulsed laser deposition



sputtering

glow discharge on an inert gas (0.05 mbar) by putting a negative voltage on 
the target, ions impact the target and remove material, reactive sputtering



Generic CVD reactor

Deposition of solid material from gaseous phase

Low temperature: deposition rates are surface reaction limited

High temperature: deposition rates are mass flow limited



Close up of a deposition chamber



Kinetic Theory Example



Chemical vapour deposition



Schematic of a PECVD reactor



ALD reactors



Chemisorption saturation process

M=Al, W, Ta, Si, etc;   L=alkyl group, Cl, F

A= O, N, S ;   N=H



Sequential chemical reaction process

L= alkyl group, Cl, F, etc       N=H



Temperature window



examples



ALD precusor potential



Characteristic features of ALD



Evaporation: target of the material to be deposit will be evaporated, creating 
of vapor steam, reaction with gases while moving from target to substrate to 
deposit oxides, nitrides...

Sputtering: glow discharge on an inert gas (0.05 mbar) by putting a negative 
voltage on the target, ions impact the target and remove material, reactive 
sputtering

Pulsed laser deposition process utilizes the plasma resulting form the 
interaction of focussed laser radiation pulses with the target surface to 
deposit coatings composed of one or several materials.

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is based on molecular or atomic beams directed 
at a suitably heated single crystal sample to achieve epitaxial growth (1 
micron/h) under UHV-conditions. The mean free path is several orders of 
magnitude greater than the distance source to sample. The surrounding of the 
sample is cooled. Precisely controled epitaxial film growth and compositon can 
be achived. 

Summary



Atmospheric pressure CVD: Multiport injection prevents mixing of the reactant 
gases until they are dispensed into the deposition region. Highly reactive miture 
such as silane and oxygen at atmospheric pressure can be used to get good film 
quality. Substrat is moved during the process. 

Metal organic CVD: Very reactive, pure organometallic compounds (high vapor 
pressure of 1-100 Torr at RT) are used. The sources are introduced as vapor 
phase constituents into a reaction chamber at 200-250°C and are thermally 
decomposed at elevated temperature on the surface of a hot substrate to form 
the desired film. 

Low pressure CVD: Comparing with APCVD produced coatings, LPCVD films have 
better thickness uniformity, fewer pinholes due to reduced pressure inhibiting 
gas-phase reactions. Traditional LPCVD tube reactors are hot wall reactors 
working in batch mode. GaN is synthesised by LPCVD process 
NH3+GaCl3→GaN+3 HCl

Plasma assisted CVD: Active species are created by the plasma generated by an 
RF field. Low pressure is used to create free electrons within the discharge 
region. PECVD has become the major thin film deposition technique. The kinetics 
is extremely complex, reactants can damage the film due to high energy

Summary



Laser (assisted) CVD: Interaction of a laser beam with a reactive 
gaseous/vapor atmosphere and a substrate material. Film 
deposition occurs either by direct bond breaking in the precursor 
molecule due to resonant absorption of the laser radiation 
(photolytic LCVD) or by thermal decomposition of the reactant 
molecule at or near the surface of the laser heated substarte 
(pyrolytic LCVD). (extremely high deposition rate)

Photo CVD: new, low temperature, non surface damaging method. 
The precusors will be dissociated by photons, reactants are 
electrically neutral, free radicals, the choise of the wavelength will 
dedicated which chemical bond will be broken.

Summary


